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PLATE I. LOCKINGTON RING DITCH SEEN FROM THE AIR AS A CROP MARK 

Photograph BR 52 taken by J. K. St. Joseph 1948 



THE EXCAVATION OF A BRONZE-AGE 
ROUND BARROW AT LOCKINGTON 

by 

M. Posnansky 

The round barrow, whose excavation is described below, lies in the parish 
of Lockington, Leicestershire (National Grid reference SK 465 287), on 
the southern edge of the Trent flood-plain, immediately south of the con
fluence of the Trent with the Rivers Derwent and Soar near Sawley (see 
area map). The site was first observed from the air by Dr. J. K. St. Joseph 
in 1947 as a ring ditch, and located on the ground in the autumn of 1953 
as a large low spreading mound. 
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Fig. r. Map of the immediate area of Lockington Barrow 
Inset shows general area of the map 
Based upon the Ordnance map and reproduced by permission 
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The excavation was undertaken during September and part of October 
1954 with the help of grants from the University of Nottingham Museum 
and the Leicestershire Archa:ological Society.1 The excavation of a pre
historic site was essential in the Middle Trent area in order to provide 
definite cultural associations. Hitherto the finds of a bronze-age date had 
been accumulated by casual finds or by the work of the ironstone-excavator 
in Leicestershire, the gravel-pit-bucket, the dredger-scoop and the building
contractor in Nottinghamshire, SouthDerbyshire and Leicestershire. Only 
two prehistoric barrow excavations had been conducted in the general area. 
A similar site, revealed from the air, at Cromwell in Nottinghamshire2 

yielded only two pottery sherds, whilst those conducted by the Rev. F. 
Norman and Thomas Bateman at "two large barrows" in 1857 on Saltby 
Heath near Belvoir Castle in Leicestershire, though yielding "some kind of 
urn of ,coarse Celtic pottery", were never fully published and the finds 
eventually lost.3 At no site had it been possible to find out any useful 
information on problems of vegetation, forest clearance and agriculture in 
the Trent Valley. The site at Lockington was chosen for excavation as being 
in the ideal focal position near the Soar and Derwent valleys, where possible 
routes break off into Leicestershire and upland Derbyshire from the Trent 
Valley. Its evidently ploughed-out nature demanded early excavation before 
eventual complete destruction. The site afforded an excellent opportunity 
for picking out former excavations revealed by aerial photography on the 
rather coarse river gravels of the Middle Trent. 

THE EXCAVATION 

Prior to the excavation a rnicrocontour of the site, at 0,2 ft. intervals, 
was carried out by Dr. R. C. Coates4 of the University of Nottingham, which 
indicated the probable circuit of the ditch from a slight break of slope where 
the truncated mound ended and the ditch infill began.s Comparison between 
the contour plan and the aerial photograph clearly showed that the mound 
had been spread (by ploughing) over an area between 175 and 200 ft. in 
diameter. Nowhere was the mound more than 3 ft. in height above the 
general field level. 

A quadrant trench method of excavation was adopted with the initial 
aim of picking up the exact line of the ditch and establishing the main 
structqral details from intersecting cross sections. Later work was confined 
to a diagonal cross trench and extending the excavation of the central area, 
where a primary cremation of food-vessel or cinerary urn cultural affinities 
was found. The disturbance of the central interment by the plough meant 
that it was most unlikely that any secondary burials would be found in an 
undisturbed position. Appreciable quantities of flint, chert and quartzite 
chippings Were recovered from the old ground surface and the body of the 
mound, whilst soil, charcoal, and pollen samples were collected, which were 
kindly examined by Dr. I. W. Cornwall of the Institute of Archa:ology, 
Professor F. W. Jane of Royal Holloway College and Dr. M. C. Pear,son of 
the University of Nottingham. 

Stratigraphy6 

The whole area was covered by modern plough soil to a depth of 6-12 
in., which was immediately underlain in the general field area away from the 
barrow by weathered gravel to a depth of 2 ft. (soil samples FS1 & FS2), 
below which lay the natural river gravel.7 The plough soil above the mound 
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was of the same thickness and gravelly nature. The core of the mound (soil 
sample 5) was of an orange colour and a soily nature and contained a small 
amount of banding towards the centre. This banding was initially inter
preted as showing the indusion of turves in the mound make up, though 
the possibility of mineral streaks cannot be discounted.8 The central part 
of the mound was underlain by a much browner and relatively stoneless 
soil up to a foot thick, on top of which was found the central cremation; 
From dubious markings on the aerial photograph it was for a time thought 
possible that the mound was of a two-period construction, in which case 
the central brown soil core would be the primary barrow. Excavation of the 
central area down to the natural, and a diagonal trench across what would 
have been the smaller barrow, discounted this theory. Numerous solution 
holes and natural hollows in the gravel, which had become filled by ancient 
subsoil (soil sample 4), would account for the enigmatic markings within 
the ring ditch on the air photographs. The original surface of the barrow 
was evident in the sections and showed the central dome of the mound to 
have been truncated by ploughing, leaving the original barrow slope intact 
for only the outer 15 ft. The surface (soil sample 8) was covered with coarse 
gravel, much of which had rolled down the slope and into the ditch. Whether 
the mound surface was originally so covered by coarse gravel is open to 
question. 

The barrow had originally been of a simple bowl shape with no berm. 
From the slope of the barrow surface at its point of truncation and from 
calculations by Dr. R. C. Coates based on the relationship between the total 
amount of material in the low dome and the amount of material taken by 
the ditch, it would appear that this earthen round barrow was never more 
than 4-6 ft. in total height above the original ground level. The top of the 
existing mound was found to be nowhere more than 2 ft. 3 in. above 
original ground level. 

The old ground level and cremation deposit 

An old ground level, with an average soil thickness of between 6 in. 
and 1 ft., was found beneath the mound and was overlain in the central 
area, of over 50 ft. in diameter, by a thin layer of soil containing large 
amounts of charcoal mostly in extremely tiny pellets.9 The old soil levyl 
thinned out and finally disappeared towards the skirts of the mound (soil 
sample 10). This thinning and the absence of the distinctive burnt layer would 
indicate that the peripheral area was the probable source for the central low 
pile of earth heaped on top of the old ground surface and attendant burrit 
layer, which also contained numerous tiny pellets of charcoal. From the 
absence of actual ash or any indication of intense heat on the old ground 
surface, it would seem doubtful that the charcoal represents the blow out 
from a central cremation pyre. 10 The intense heat attested by the flint 
implements associated with the cremation, and the absence of heat dis
colouration in those in the brown soil immediately below, would indicate 
that the dust beneath the cremation deposit (soil sample 13) had been brought 
to the site with the cremated bones. The cremation which lay only 11 in. 
below the present ground surface had been disturbed by the plough ana 
the bones spread in an east-west direction. Much of the bone was in ah 
extremely fragmentary condition.U 
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The Ditch 
The ditch, which was irregular in plan, appears from the aerial photo

graphs to have been dug in two main sections. The ditch varied .in width 
from 10 to I 3 ft. and in depth below the original ground surface from 2 ft. 
9 in. in the north cutting to 4 ft. in the south cutting, and surrounded the 
mound, which was between 100 and 105 ft. in diameter. In the east cutting 
part of the ditch was much deeper than the rest exposed in the cutting, and 
would indicate that the ditch had been excavated by means of sausage
shaped depressions which did not always connect. In section the ditch was 
of an irregular U shape, though there was no conformity. The ditch could 
not be picked up with satisfaction in the west cutting and it is possible that 
here was one of the junctions between the two major sections of the ditch 
excavation. The large amount of gravel in this cutting on the presumed 
line of the ditch would tend to show that ploughing has in parts resulted 
in the formation of a kerb of ploughed-down heavier material. This would 
be particularly noticeable on the inside of the ditch where the mound 
material must have consisted in some parts almost exclusively of natural 
river gravel from the bottom of the ditch. The ditch fill consisted of three 
main layers: a lower layer (soil sample 1) which consisted of a stoneless 
grey silt; a dark brown loose soil layer at the level of the original ground 
surface (soil sample 2), in which were found numerous eroded sherds of 
third-century A.D. Roman provincial coarse wares;12 and an upper layer of 
coarser gravelly soil, which probably represents the material ploughed down 
from the top of the mound. From the width and depth of the ditch it would 
appear that there must have been some additional source of earth for the 
mound besides that derived from the ditch.1 3 

The central grave group (fig. 3) 
FINDS 14 

Associated with the cremation was a flat bronze knife dagger, 2-25 in. 
long with holes for two rivets and still retaining a portion of the wooden hilt. 
The blade was badly corroded. A portion of a thin rod-shaped object of bronze 
(fig. 2) 0·7 in. long and badly corroded was also found, which would appear 
from the general cultural context to be part of a bronze awl or tattooing 
needle. Both these objects were found immediately above the cremated 
remains. Found with the remains themselves were four plano-convex 
knives of flint and a broken but very carefully flaked tanged and barbed 
arrowhead. All had been subjected to intense heat and had become calcined, 
whilst two were in a fragmentary condition. A flint flake immediately below 
the cremation deposit was not so calcined. One small fragment of pottery of 
a coarse brown fabric was found (fig. 3), bearing incised markings indi
cating a lozenge or criss-cross form of decoration. The thickness and 
fabric of the pottery most clearly indicate either a food-vessel or cinerary 
urn, though the small size of the fragment and its somewhat worn condition 
prevents any exact cultural assignment. rs The criss-cross decoration is not 
too commonly found on the food-vessel,1 6 whilst it is relatively common 
on the cinerary urns of Derbyshire. The bronze objects and the pottery 
would appear to have been placed with the body after . cremation. The 
finding of only one piece of pottery could indicate that as the cremation was 
immediately below the plough-soil the pot had been broken and scattered 
by the plough, or more probably that a few pieces of broken pottery had 
been scattered during the deposition of the remains as some form of burial 
rite. 11 

.SL 
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Fig. 3. CENTRAL GRAVE GROUP, LOCKINGTON 

I. Flat bronze knife-dagger with part of the original hilt 
2. Bronze awl (broken) 3. Pottery sherd 
4. Tanged and barbed arrowhead (broken) 
5-7. Plano-convex knives 4-7. All flint 
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Fig. 4. Worurnn FLINT AND CHERT 

r. Tanged and barbed arrowhead (broken) 
2. Partly made piano-convex knife 
3-6. Cores (no. 6 utilised as scraper) 
7. Flaked piece 8. Waste flake with scraper edge 
1-3, 5-8, all flint 4. Black chert (Scale 2/3) 

Worked fiint, chert and quartzite (fig. 4) 

4 

Altogether 90 pieces of worked flint, quartzite and chert were found, 
of which 56 were from the ploughed surface layers, particularly above the 
line of the ditch, and the remainder mostly from the old ground surface. 
Of these 90, 56 were of the black or smoky variety of flint which is not 
found locally, one of toloured flint,1 8 four of black chert, two of quartzite, 
and the remaining 27 of the poorer cherty grey flint found locally in the 
river gravels. 1 9 One broken calcined tanged and barbed arrowhead (fig r); 
a partly-made plano-convex knife (No. 2); five cores (Nos. 3-6), inclu
ding one of black chert, all showing definite microlithic tendencies and two 
(Nos. 4-5) later utilised as scrapers; and five waste flakes utilised as scrapers 
(No. 7) together with a flaked piece (No. 8), whose use cannot be deter
mined, comprise the total of 13 pieces ( 14 % ) which show definite signs of 
usage. Of these 13 pieces only one was of the poorer grey variety of flint. 
The remaining 77 pieces were all waste flakes, though these included 7 
bladlets of the type which could have been struck from the cores found. 

(h 
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Comparative Material and the date of the Central Grave Group 

V. G. Childe described the plano-convex knife as "almost as distinctive 
of the culture [Food-Vessel Culture] as the Food Vessel itself",20 whilst 
J. G. D. Clark in his paper on the plano-convex knife found that of those 
in association with pots, 23 were associated with food vessels, 4 with 
cinerary urns and I with a beaker.21 The evidence, however, of the area 
to the north in Derbyshire would indicate the strong possibility of the 
piano-convex knife lasting through into the middle bronze age.22 

If the evidence from the piano-convex knives as to the cultural dating 
is not wholly conclusive, that of the dagger and the awl is even less so. The 
large number of flat riveted daggers found in Derbyshire and Yorkshire 
and the occasional association both with flat axes and jet objects2 3 point to 
the simple type being predominantly northern and western, both in use and 
origin. Though the evidence of distribution is fairly clear, the cultural 
associations indicate that the knife-dagger enjoyed a long existence, and it 
has been found with beakers, food vessels, and cinerary urns. 24 The size of 
the blade (2-25) might indicate a late date. 2 s Piggott suggests that the 
"degeneration of the flat dagger to the status of a small knife" was a result 
of the intrusion of the grooved dagger towards the end of the early bronze 
age.26 Abercromby records· 13 knives and two daggers found with cinerary 
urns between the Thames and the Tweed.2 7 Daggers were found in two 
instances with cremated remains in tumuli on Stanton Moor. 28 The awl 
had a · similar long existence, and Abercromby records 6 being associated 
with beakers in Derbyshire and Yorkshire, and 7 with food-vessels and 
incense cups, whilst in the area south of the Thames, though only 3 awls 
were associated with beakers, 12 were found associated with cinerary 
urns. 2 9 On Stanton Moor awls were found associated with a cinerary urn3° 
and an incense, cup,31 whilst T. Bateman found awls associated with urns on 
two occasions.32 

The factor of cremation would point to a late date. Fox and Grimes 
found that of the daggers associated with burials, 85·7% in the northern 
area were associated with inhumations, whilst 77·4 % in the southern area 
were associated with cremations.33 Piggott has pointed out that the 
southern daggers are mostly of the grooved variety and so possibly later in 
date than many of the simple type.34 The evidence of the food-vessel graves 
studied by Mortimer showed cremation to be the rite in only 20% of the 
graves.35 . 

The evidence of the mound form is inconclusive, since though the 
grave goods show affinities with the areas to the north, the erection of the 
barrow in the flood-plain would necessitate a simple earthen form. The 
large size of the barrow could also point to an early date. 

The use of chert and quartzite indicates a group whose cultural asso
ciation was with an area where good flint was not over-common. In the 
Trent Valley, finds of tools manufactured in both chert and quartzite have 
often occurred and include in recent years quartzite arrowheads from near 
Doncaster and two interesting pieces from Toton (Notts.), six miles from 
Lockington.36 These two "quartzitelanceheads" (Plate II) indicate a highly 
developed technique of working quartzite in the area and in form are very 
similar to many of the piano-convex knives in flint. 

The decoration of the sherd, the factor of cremation and the size of the 
knife-dagger point to a late date, though the evidence of the piano-convex 
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knives, the size of the barrow and the microlithic content of the flint work 
are arguments in favour of an early date. It is therefore impossible to assign 
the barrow clearly to either a food-vessel or cinerary urn cultural context. 
A date transitional between the early and middle Bronze Age in the area 
would meet the evidence. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The discovery of this hitherto unknown site and the results of the 
excavation serve to throw some light on the Bronze Age in the middle Trent 
Valley. It has often been inferred that the Trent Valley served as a route
way to upland Derbyshire from the other, culturally more developed, areas 
of East Yorkshire and East Anglia.37 

Little field-work has, however, been done on the intervening areas of 
the Trent Valley and the Jurassic Limestone belt of Leicestershire and 
Northamptonshire. Geographical determinism has played similar tricks on 
the prehistorian in the Trent Valley as it formerly did on the Upper Thames. 
D. N. Riley's survey from the air38 illustrated that the absence of such field 
monuments as barrows in the Upper Thames was largely the result of the 

'incidence of ploughing in historic times, and he was able to record over 400 
ring-ditches and allied crop-marks. Though the Trent Valley must neces
sarily present a far poorer picture, nevertheless this is to some extent due 
to the small amount of aerial photography undertaken in the area. In the 
Middle Trent, apart from the existing group of five barrows on the terrace 
gravels at Swarkeston (Derbyshire)39 and the single barrows at Breaston 
(Derbyshire), Gotham, Shelford and Thorpe (Nottinghamshire), aerial 
photographs indicate ring-ditches at Aston in Derbyshire4° and Hovering
ham and Averham41 in Nottinghamshire.42 Although the increasing number 
of casual finds from the Middle Trent Valley, especially those dredged up 
from the Trent, can be interpreted as pieces lost by peoples using the Trent 
as a line of communication, nevertheless occasional Bronze-Age sites must 
be inferred from evidence43 such as that from Clifton, Attenborough and 
Thrumpton in Nottinghamshire. 

The picture presented by the soil samples by Dr. Cornwall would point 
to "burning and ploughing having gone on for some time before the barrow 
was erected". Further work on the environmental side, with regard to 
problems of forest clearance and agriculture, as evidenced from samples 
taken from pre-barrow ground surfaces, is sadly needed in the area.44 

The cultural evidence from Lockington points to affinities with the 
area to the north. It must be inferred that the barrow-builders at Lockington 
were settlers in the Trent Valley, probably practising some form of slash
and-burn agricultui;e, and flaking the local raw materials from both Derby
shire and the area to the south. The persistence of the indigenous elements 
in this area would appear, from the continuity of certain features in the 
flint working and the general cultural development from Mesolithic times, 
to have been the most significant feature of the prehistory of the Middle 
Trent Valley. 
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APPENDIX I 

REPORT ON THE CREMATED REMAINS45 
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Professor A. J. E. Cave of the Department of Anatomy, St. Bartholomew's 
Hospital Medical College, examined the remains and contributes the following 
note : 

"The material submitted for examination comprises a mixture of calcined and 
comminuted bones ... and charcoal fragments. The osseous remains are those of 
a single human adult skeleton, which has been subjected to intense fire heat and its 
component bones thereafter broken deliberately into minute chips and fragments.46 
This mechanical pounding has been so thorough that the vast majority of resultant 
pieces are beyond accurate identification. Indeed, relatively few of the fragments 
available for examination can be identified with certainty. The burning of the bones 
has produced the customary distortion and fissuring, which render recognition well 
nigh impossible. 

"The osteological evidence shows one skeleton only to be present: there is no 
admixture with animal bones. At death the individual represented by the remains 
was fully mature, but a precise age in years is not deducible. There is no reliable 
evidence available on which to establish the sex of the individual. The greater part 
of the skeleton at least was present after its cremation and pounding." 

13 cranial fragments were identified, and though 22 teeth were recovered they 
afforded no real guide to age.47 Various vertebral, pelvic and rib fragments and 
numerous upper and lower limb fragments were identified and listed. 
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APPENDIX II 

SOIL SAMPLES48 
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All samples save No. 13 were examined as routine for pH, the presence of 
carbonates, by preliminary combustion and for alkali-soluble organic matter. Those 
which, it was suspected, represented ancient plough-soil or traces of occupation at 
the site of the barrow before its erection were further examined for phosphate and, 
in some cases, for sulphate. 

Samples FS1, FS2 

The natural soil was shallow and somewhat acid, the upper part a distinctly 
greyer brown than the lower, which was redder, from the iron content of the 
parent material. Carbonate was absent and humus was on the low side, though the 
upper sample contained twice as much as the lower. The low absolute figure in (2) is 
probably due t,o rapid oxidation of organic matter in a sandy, porous and well
aerated mineral matrix. 
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Samples I and 2 

There were from the filling of the ditch. The grey colour of No. I was noted 
in the field but was not at all clear in the sample as seen on the laboratory bench. 
This is quite usual and is due to oxidation of ferrous compounds present in the fresh 
sample, which are changed to the ferric state on drying and exposure to the air. The 
original presence of ferrous compounds indicates poor aeration. Though the material 
is of a more silty, or even clayey, consistency than the modern surface soil, this is 
not the only cause assignable for poor aeration, which is probably at least seasonally 
caused by waterlogging. The map shows that this low-lying area: is ill drained, save 
where modern agricultural drainage-works have improved it, so that the probable 
cause of the greyish colour of the lower ditch-filling is explained as a "gley" soil, 
indicative of present-day conditions. 

Whether Sample 2 represents material really distinct from I is doubtful. When 
No. 1 is oxidised the difference in colour is scarcely detectable, and the chemical 
tests show no significant differences in constitution. The likelihood, therefore, is 
that the two form a single deposit, while a gley has been imposed on its lower part 
only through waterlogging. 

Phosphate tests gave 3-06 and 3-10 mgms. P 20 5 /IOo gms, dry soil respectively 
which, in comparison with figures for the burial soil, discussed below, suggest that 
the material is probably natural rainwash and tumble rather than plough-down 
field-soil. 

The Roman pottery in Layer 2 may be strictly contemporary with its depo
sition, but the action of earthworms over centuries is capable of sinking sherds to 
some depth below the surface at which they were dropped. The low phosphate 
value is against any possible theory of the use of the ditch as a midden. 

Buried soil below mound (Samples 3, 7, 9, IO) 

Nos. 3 and 7 are from the presumed ancient surface. They both contain rather 
little organic matter and the darker colour in comparison with their surroundings 
is probably due in part to grains and fragments of charcoal, which were found in 
considerable quantities. The dark colour was, however, shown to be chiefly due 
to the presence of manganese compounds, which are surely secondary in the 
position where they are now found. If the buried surface was burned off, as the 
charcoal seems to indicate, the alkaline ash would locally raise the pH to the point 
(8-4) at which manganese present in percolating water would theoretically be pre
cipated as manganese hydroxide on reaching that level. The same perhaps applies 
to the feature (Sample 4 below) which also showed concentration of manganese. 

Tests for sulphate-sometimes an indication of fire-ash-were negative in all 
cases. 

Precipitation by fire-ash would suggest that the burning immediately preceded 
the raising of the mound. The first rainfall would otherwise quickly wash out the 
soluble alkali in the ash and leave no distinct layer of manganese precipitation. 

Sample No. 3 had nearly 3 times the amount of phosphate found in the ditch
filling. This suggests human occupation or manuring of the ancient surface. Mere 
burning of scrub, grown in situ, would not much enrich a soil already poor in 
phosphate. 

Charcoal49 was found in all these samples, but appeared to be mainly con
centrated in Nos. 3 and 7 (the ancient surface). There is no convincing evidence 
from the samples, one way or the other, whether the clearance took place immediately 
before the erection of the barrow or preceded it by any lengthy period. Presence of 
phosphate does not necessarily indicate either occupation or dunging of fields. The 
running of stock on the scrubland would be equally effective. 

The amount of eluviation from the buried soil (Samples 3 and 9) is not enough 
to have produced perceptible bleaching of the A2 horizon, so that the buried soil 
cannot be typed as a full podsol but only a:s an incipiently-podsolized brown
earth. Even this slight degradation of a brownearth might take at least some 
decades, so that it would appear that clearance of pre-existing vegetation (woodland 
or scrub) took place at least some years before the building of the barrow. The 
fact that No. 9, at some depth in the buried soil also contains charcoal indicates 
disturbance of the buried surface, and, therefore, perhaps tillage. 

Sample IO 
This was from the skirt of the mound and showed a few small grains of 

charcoal. From the section it would appear to represent a somewhat disturbed 

4 
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material, consisting, probably, largely of the ancient soil, but mixed by trampling 
of the barrow builders with some of the mound material. The absence, here, of 
any clearly-defined surface to the ancient soil makes its distinction from artificial 
make-up difficult, but the horizontal position of the sample suggests that it must, 
originally, have formed part of the buried soil. 

Sample 5. Mound Soil 
This sample contained rather more humus that the average, though still not a 

large concentration. Two or three very small grains of charcoal were found. These 
could have come from the original surface at the site of the ditch. The fact that the 
material as a whole did not contain masses of charcoal suggests that not much of it 
was scraped up from outside the ditch area to increase the mound. 

Phosphate, at 7·I mgs./roo gms., is the second highest value on the site. 
It supports the view that the mound is at least in part surface material from the 
contemporary soil, of which Sample 3 yielded 9·02 mgs./ 100 gms. of phosphate. 

Sample 8 

The concentration of coarser gravelly material at the surface of the mound 
seems likely to be due to physical weathering and perhaps a measure of deflation, 
the finer constituents having been carried off by rainwash and wind. The (on the 
whole) rather fine silty nature of the ditch-filling suggests that this fraction has 
largely gone. Since large stones roll furthe.r down a slope than the smaller, had 
this been due to plough disturbance one might expect to find a sort of "kerb" at the 
foot of the mound, composed of the larger stones. The humus figure 5 mgms,/100 
gms. does suggest a vegetation cover, but perhaps only a sparse one, since the 
mound was continually weathering and the finer soil particles being removed by 
natural agencies. 

Sample 4 
This contains both plentiful charcoal and a great deal of secondary manganese 

compounds (see above). It must, therefore, be artificial, at least as regards the 
filling material. Why the material should be more clayey than (say) the ditch-filling 
is not clear, but as the filling is shown to be artificial, no natural agency need be 
invoked to explain this peculiarity. The orange flecking is undoubtedly due to 
gleying by 'waterlogging, as the feature is at a level similar to that of the gleyed 
ditch-filling. 

Sample 13. Dust from below the cremation deposit 
This contains a large quantity of phosphate. Calcium carbonate is also present 

in quantity where it is absent in all the other samples. Sulphate, possibly indicating 
ash, is absent, but the action of fire is proved by the charcoal, oak determinable 
among the larger fragments. It is what one would expect in association with a 
cremation, bone being a likely source for the phosphate and carbonate. 

Summary 
The evidence as to the pre-barrow history of the site is conflicting. The 

presence of charcoal some depth in the buried soil does rather strongly suggest 
burning and tillage, yet if the theory to account for the manganese concentrations 
is correct there can have been oniy a short interval between the burning and the 
erection of the barrow-mound. In view of this, the theory is probably at fault-we 
do not by any means fully understand the conditions which bring about mineral 
precipitations in the soil. Rise in pH (alkalinity) is the one 'which comes most 
readily to mind, but, in the case of iron, at any rate, contact .yith groundwater 
and the consequent rise of pH by dilution of the hurnic acids in which the iron 
is conveyed is sufficient to throw out the iron in a "groundwater pan". We have 
some gley features here, representative of the present-day conditions. Perhaps the 
water table in the past was high enough to have precipitated manganese at the upper 
part of the buried soil. On the whole, I incline to consider that burning and 
ploughing had gone on for some time before · the barrow was erected. 

I. W. CORNWALL 
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APPENDIX III 

CHARCOALS 

Samples from the cremation deposit, the old ground surface and the ditch infill 
were submitted to Professor F. W. Jane of Royal Holloway College, London 
University. 

Owing to the small size of the fragments available from the old ground surface 
and ditch infill, it was not found possible to do more than indicate the possible 
presence of oak (Quercus) and smaller fragments of some fine textured wood likely 
to be young birch (Betula). 

From the cremation deposit many of the fragments were large enough to 
examine, the majority of which were oak and probably from young wood (perha:ps 
branches). Though some frngments of the fine textured wood were present they 
were in less quantity than those from the ditch infill and old ground surface. 

APPENDIX IV 

POLLEN ANALYSIS OF SOIL SAMPLES 

Dr. M. C. Pearson of the Department of Botany, University of Nottingham, 
examined the sections in the field and took samples. Owing to the very aerobic 
nature of the deposits, only the more hardy fern pollen survived in any quantity, 
which makes it impossible to present a true picture of the vegetation cover. 

NOTES 

I. Thanks are due to Mr. R. S. Hardy, the farmer of the site, for permission to 
dig and for sympathetic tolerance on all occasions; to the staff of the Department of 
Antiquities of Leicester Museum for manual help on the dig, for loan of equipment 
and for work on the finds both in the field and in the Museum, to the University of 
Nottingham for the loan of excavation equipment and transport facilities; and to 
Taylor Woodrow (Contractors) Ltd., for generosity in filling in the excavation 
trenches on the completion of the excavation. Active assistance in the field was 
given by helpers too numerous to name, though especial thanks are tendered to 
Misses C. Brainwood, V. Foulkes, J. Frears and B. Hopewell and to the Rev. S. H. 
Cartwright and Messrs. M. Bennett, R. N. Butler and D. Stronach, and to various 
members of the Peverell Archa:ological Research Group. 

2. K. D. M . Dauncey, Trans. Thoroton Soc. (1951), I. 
3. T. Bateman, Ten Years Diggings (1861), 109-IIo. The barrows excavated lie 

south of King Lud's Entrenchment. The Duke of Rutland also excavated the 
barrows in the eighteenth century. Nichols, History of Leics. (1795-1815), ii. 305. 

4. Dr. R. C. Coates of the Department of Civil Engineering was responsible for 
all the surveying on the site. 

5. The plough tends to cut lower over the soft ditch infill than over the more 
compact mound soil. 

6. See Appendix II for report on the numbered soil samples by Dr. I. W. 
Cornwall. 

7. Lithological analysis of the gravel shows, from a count of 375 pebbles, 76·5o/o, 
to be quartzites, II o/o black cherts and Derbyshire erratics, and 4 o/o grey flints . 
Black flint was absent from the count. The sand mixture is of a marked ferruginous 
nature and occasional concretions occur on the surface of the gravel. 

8. Evidence of soil sample 6 not included in Appendix II. 
9. See Appendix III by Professor F. W. Jane on the charcoals. 

IO. The placing of the remains on a small central pile of earth could have been 
dictated by the need to keep the burial dry, since the soil samples suggest that the 
area had always been subject to waterlogging. 

11. See Appendix I for report by Professor A. J. E. Cave on the bones. 
12. The pottery is now in Leicester City Museum. 
13. According to Pappus' Theorem, where the volume of a solid revolution 

area of the revolved cross section X length of the path of its chord, the depth of the 
ditch should be twice the height of the orginal barrow. As this is clearly not so 
then some other source of earth to that from the ditch must be inferred. Personal 
communication from Dr. R. C. Coates. 

14. Presented to Leicester Museum. 
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15. The outer fabric was of a fairly hard sandy texture reminiscent of many 
food~vessels, though not confined to the food-vessel. 

16. J. Abercromby, A Study of the Bronze-Age Pottery of Great Britain and 
Ireland (1912), illustrates only one food-vessel (pl. LVI, No. 201, from Marton 
Bridlington, N . Riding, Yorks.), showing similar ornamentation. 

17. L. V. Grinsell, Ancient Burial Mounds of England (1953), 37-8. 
18. W. F. Rankine, Archc:eological N.ews Letter, iv (1952), 145. 
19. The nearest point at which black flint is found in abundance occurs in the 

river gravels of the Soar towards Leicester. The Bronze-Age burials in Derbyshire 
of a similar period show the same use of the better black flint for flint tools. 

20. V. G. Childe, Prehistoric Communities of the British Isles (1949), 123. 
21. J. G. D. Clark, Antiq. }nl., xii (1932), 158. 
22. J. P. Heathcote records the finding of calcined knives in at least 3 barrows 

on Stanton Moor-TI and T2. Derbyshire Archc:eological 'Journal (D.A.'}.) iv 
(1930), 5 (pl. 3 fig. 1) and 28 (pl. 6, fig. 2); and T13, D.A.'j. x (1936), 32 (pl. 6 k). 

23. C. Fox and W. F. Grimes, Archc:eologia Cambrensis, lxxxiii (1928), 149. 
24. ibid., 147-8. 
25. Childe, op. cit., 154. 
26. S. Piggott, "The Early Bronze Age in Wessex", Proc. Prehist. Soc., iv (1938), 

60. 
27. Abercromby, op. cit., ii. 64. 
28. Heathcote, op. cit., Tumuli T3 and T8. 
29. Abercromby, op. cit., i. 141 and ii. 64. 
30. Heathcote, D.A.'j. iv. 33, pl. 9a, Tumulus T3 
31 . Heathcote, D.A.'j. x. 26, Tumulus T8. 
32. Throwley: Staffs.: Diggings (1861), 154-5; and Ilam Moor : Vestiges (1848), 

153. 
33. Fox and Grimes, op. cit., 153. 
34. Piggott, op. cir., 59. 
35. J. R. Mortimer, Forty Years' Researches in British and Saxon Burial Mounds 

of East Yorkshire (1905), 442. 
36. Beeston Gazette & Echo, 29 June 1935. Antiquity, 1935. 
37. W. F. Grimes, Proc. Prehist. Soc. E. Anglia, vi (1940), 340. J. G. D. Clark, 

Antiquity, v. 424. 
38. D. N. Riley, Oxoniensia viii and ix, 64-101. 
39. The Swarkeston Lowes, SK 368 294: an excavation conducted by the 

Derbyshire Archa!ological Society, July 1955. 
40. Personal information from D . N. Riley. 
41. J. K. St. Joseph, Air photograph IIP. 
42. Private air photograph. 
43. All evidenced by large numbers of piles-Clifton published by C. W. Phillips, 

Antiq. 'Jnl., xxi (1941 ), 133-43; Thrumpton found by T. Armitage and the collection 
of antiquities privately owned; piles at Attenborough observed by C. Martin and 
finds in the University of Nottingham Museum and the offices of the Attenborough 
Gravel Company Ltd. 

44. Work of this kind has been painstakingly undertaken in Holland. W. Gla:s
bergen, Palc:eohistoria ii (1954). 

45. The bones are now in Leicester City Museum. 
46. "These bronze-age cremations always show a deliberate post-incineration 

pounding of the bones. The purpose of this is obscure, but it may have been 
(originally at least) no more than a necessity where cremated bones had to be stowed 
away in an urn or vessel of some kind." Personal communication from Professor 
A. J. E. Cave. 

47. Crown wear was marked and revealed a high silica polish indicative of a 
high grain content in the diet. 

48. For position of samples see diagram above. 
49. See Appendix III on charcoals. 




